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Casting news for Station Eleven

The cast for HBO Max' American science fiction series Station Eleven is complete. Amongst others, Daniel Zovatto (Penny Dreadful: City of Angels) has joined.

Station Eleven takes place in a post-apocalyptic world. The series revolves around multiple stories of survivors. This group of survivors tries to rebuild society. The series is based on the book with the same name by Emily St. John Mandel, which released back in 2014. 
 
 Daniel Zovatto (Penny Dreadful: City of Angels) and Lori Petty (Orange Is the New Black) have joined the cast and will portray the lead characters. Zovatto will portray The Prophet, the leader of a mysterious group of teenagers. Petty will portray the leader of a group of travelling Shakespeare artists. 
 
 Andy McQueen (The Coroner) has also joined the cast. He will portray Sayid, a charming actor from the travelling group. David Cross (Arrested Development) will portray Gil, a genius and easy-to-anger theatre director. Enrico Colantoni (Veronica Mars) and Julian Obradors (Mayans MC (2018)) can also be spotted in the series. Colantoni will portray Brian, the agent of the most famous actress. Obradors will portray Tyler Leander, the son of two movie stars. 
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Next episode
No new episodes, series is terminated.
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Latest news

TV ratings America week 11

In collaboration with The Nielsen Company, MySeries will publish the viewer ratings every week. In this news item, it will show which series have been watched the most. For more on your favourite series' viewer...

Today, 10:56


Sequel to Kastanjemanden (The Chestnut Man) and more Nordic TV news from Netflix

A new day, a new Netflix content slate in Europe.

Today, 09:02


Star Wars series The Acolyte gets Disney+ premiere date

Disney+ has revealed a spring premiere date for The Acolyte, Lucasfilm's new Star Wars series.

Yesterday, 17:46


Prime Video unveils trailer and first-look photos for new family drama series The Baxters

The Baxters arrives on Prime Video later this month and the streaming service has now released a trailer, poster and first-look photos.

Yesterday, 15:02


Paramount+ orders new crime series The Crow Girl

Paramount+ may have canceled a number of international series last month, but British production appears to be continuing as usual.

Yesterday, 13:02


Nine Bodies in a Mexican Morgue gets the green light from MGM+

MGM+ has greenlit Nine Bodies in a Mexican Morgue. Eric McCormack is the first actor cast in the mystery thriller.

Yesterday, 11:02







TV Guide
Choose per series where you want be kept informed of. For instance new episodes or start of a new season.


Discover series

Looking for new series? There must be one among the more than 21.200 series. And otherwise the community of 498.000 members can assist you.
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We have all the information about your favorite TV series. From the latest news or reviews till a list of the episodes.
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